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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Since very little is done in the initial screening of students who 
enter the Pre-Flight Training Stage of Naval Air Training, the rate of 
attrition due to academic failure is compari ti-vely high, since a high 
percentage of these students will be attrited during or at the end of 
the program. A procedure which permits students to enter an education-
al program without adequate screening must have an initial imput con-
siderably -higher than the desired output. Such a selection procedure, 
based mainly on pass or fail during the initial training period, has 
proven to be very expensive. The implications are that there exists at 
the present time a need for a more scientific and rigid screening pro-
cedure in the selection of students for Naval Air Training. The major 
purpose of this investigation, therefore, is to determine the relation-
ship between certain prognostic tests against selected criteria in Pre-
Flight training. There are many factors which affect tests as instru-
ments of prognosis. In order to gather as much criteria as possible, 
within the scope of this study further clarification is deemed necessary. 
This study or investigation will be concerned primarily with the follow-
ing: 
Specific Problems 
l· WhiCh of the prognostic tests, if any, show a significant posi-
tive relationship to student performance in specific subject 
matter areas. 
1 
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2· What is the maximum shrunken multiple R of the prognostic bat-
tery of tests with student achievement in the subject matter 
areas of Navigation and Aerology? 
3• iT.hat are the inter-correlations between the various Pre-Flight 
Subjects? 
4. Wbat is the average . performance of the sample group of students 
on each prognostic test, in each Pre-Flight subject, their 
variability? . 
Justification 
1. Not e-.nough is known at the present time to adequately p r edict 
the success of students in the Pre-Flight School. 
2· A considerable amount of money can be saved by government by 
weeding out the 11poor risks" 'be fore and during the Pre-Flight 
Stage of Training. 
3. Such a prognostic battery might prove to,. be invaluable in guid-
ing board action in student border line cases. 
The need of such studies is substantiated by Super1 when he states, 
"Experience as well as theory has demonstrated that it is less expensive 
and better policy in other ways to analyze the task in which success is 
to be predicted, develop and valida.te tests for predicting achievement 
in that t a sk and s elect on the · basis of test and other personal data 
than to do a less careful job of initial screening and depend more on 
selection "on the job." 
1. Super, Donald E., Appraising Vocational Fitness By Means of 
Psychological Tests, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1949, p. 65 
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Prognostic Tests Comnrising the Battery 
1. An arithmetic test entitled Essentials of Math. For Flight 
Students was developed by t he author since no adeqpate commer-
cial or other test was ava~lable. The final form consisted of 
-
sixty (6o~ items including five (5) examples each of the four 
(4) arithmetic operations as they were pe~ormed with whole 
' . 
numbers, fractions, and decimals and forty-five (45) addition-
al items involving knowledge and reasoning. Thus, the test 
is both diagnostic and screening in nature. The reliability 
coefficient of this test based on a sample of 523 students 
using the split-half technique was .91. 
2· The A C E Psychological Examination For College Freshman. 
3• The Minnesota Clerical Test. 
Selected Criteria 
1. Standard score results on students achievement, in the follow-
ing Pre-Flight Academic subjects: Aerology- daily grade aver-
age, Central Examining Board Examination and final average. 
2· Communications Proc:edure, Code, Blinker and Communications 
final average. 
3· Engines daily average, CEB Examination and final average. 
4. Essentials of Naval Service daily average, CEB Examination 
and final average. 
5. Gunnery final grade. 
6. Principles of Flight daily average, OEB Examination and 
final average. 
7. Dea('. Reckoning (D .R.) Navigation daily average, CEB Examina-
tion~ 
8. Celestial Navigation daily average, CEB Examination and final 
Navigation grade. 
9· Final Navy grade· 
The Central Examining Board (C.E.B.) Examinations 
The examination used by the Board are of the paper-and-pencil <:>b.;..-
jective type• Bearing in mind that students will have to apply facts, 
principles, or skill they are being taught to later post training sit-
uations, the Board constructs the tests in such a fashion as to approx-
imate these situations. The multiple choice test forms, as used by t he 
Board, consists of a premise followed by several possible conclusions • 
One of the choices is definitely best, while the others are less desir-
able• c.E.B. Exams usually consist of, from forty (4o) to eighty (80) 
items. C.E.B. examinations are the final examinations students are 
subjected to before ent·ering the next stage (Basic) of training. 
Class Room Average Grades And Final Average Grades 
The average class room grade for students in specific supject mat-
ter areas is obtained by averaging the grades obtained by students on a 
series of class room quizzes • The final average grade for students is 
obtained by summing the grades made on the C.E.B. Examinations and the 
class room average grades and dividing the two. The students' final 
Navy Grade is obtained by summing to-gether the final average grades 
made in all subjects and dividing this sum by the number of subject mat-
ter areas. 
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Scope of the Stugy 
This study is concerned· only with the Pre-Flight Stage of Training. 
The sample consisted of 100 students. These students were enlisted men 
in the Navy who had applied for Naval Aviation Training and has success-
fUlly passed a physical examination and a mild screening process designed 
to measure their aptitude for flying. These enlisted men bad all comp1e-
ted four (4) years of high school but none had attended college. Samples 
of students with only high school background are referred to as NavCads. 
Hence, the sample of s.tudents referred to in this study will be called 
NavCads in order to distinguish them from Midshipmen. Midshipmen are 
students who have completed at least two (2) years of college. The Nav-
Cads referred to in this study comprised classes 19-48 through 25-48 and 
l-49 through 2-49. Only three (3) NavCads were selected from Class 1-49 
and these three were selected at random. Thus, the sample chosen or se-
lected for this study consists of the entire NavCads population of the 
above mentioned classes with Class 2-49 the only exception. 
Basic Assumptions 
l. 
1. The author is assuming that if the data of any two variables 
were plotted on a scattergram, the plot would show a straight 
line relationship. Thus, all co-relations in this study between 
variables will be considered as linear. Peatman1 tays "The 
product-moment method of correlation is based upon the assu:mp-
Peatman, John P., Descriptive and Si44ling Statistics, Harper 
and Brothers, New York and London, 19 7, p. 201. 
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tion that relationship as exists bet,veen two variables can be 
adequately described by a linear rather than a curvilinear func-
tion. In other words the method is based upon a straight line 
relationship." 
2· It is assumed that the prognostic battery of tests are reliable 
and valid for t he measuring of student aptitudes in specific 
fields. 
3· It is assumed that instructors are approximately equal in teach-
ing efficienc.1 and in ~~owledge of subject matter. 
4. Furthermore, the assumption is made that instructor .grades and 
C.E.B. grades are a valid criterion of stndent achievement. 
Such an assumption necessarily pre-supposes that all class room 
quizzes and c.E.B. Examinations are reliable and valid and that 
the scoring system is appropriate. 
Related Research 
Previous research shows that very little progress bas been made in 
determining the efficienQY of prediction of these tests to achievement 
in the Pre-Flight Stage of Naval Air Training. The Research Corporation 
of Richardson, Bellows, Henry and Company conducted a similar study1 in 
1948 using the same prognostic battery of tests and the sa..'!le criteria. 
However, th~ used samples of students with at least two (2) years of 
college backgrounds (midshipmen). Their study was based on the midship-
J 
1. Richardson, Bellows, Henry and Company, Unpublished Stud.y, 
New York, 1948. 
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men comprising Classes 15, 16, 17, and 18-48. N~Cads were admitted 
into the program starting with Class 19-48· The results of their stu~ 
has not been published as yet. However, since the author of this stu~ 
assisted the above Research Corporation in compiling much of the sta-
tistical data connected with their stu~, this data was available and 
some of it is shown in Tables I, II and III. 
TABLE I shows the correlations between the prognostic tests with 
the criterion subjects. The math test proved to be the best of the 
prognostic tests in predicting success in ~erology and Navigati on. Math 
reasoning shows a rela tionship of -43 to Aerology final grade and a rela-
tionship of .47 to Navigation final grade· It is interesting to note 
that Math Diagnostic, Math Reasoning, and !~th Total all showed higher 
correlati ons to Aerology and Navigation daily average grades than to 
C-E·B· Aerology and Navigation Examinations. The Minnesota Clerical 
Numbers appears to be the poorest of the selected battery of tes ts as is 
evidenced from the low correla tions with the criterion subjects. 
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TABLE II shows the work sheet table values obtained by the appli-
cation of the Wherry Shrinkage Technique1 to the selected tests with 
Navigation Final Grade. Other tests selected but not shown in the table 
were the Minnesota Clerical Numbers and the A. C E L. However, the 
Research Corporation found that if the above mentioned two tests were 
included they would have added more chance error than actual validity to 
the battery. R values showed an increase from .472 to ·532 or only a 
total increase of .o6. 
M 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
vm2 
TABLE II 
R VALUES BETWEEN THE SELEO:rED TESTS AND NAVIGATION 
FINAL AVERAGE GRADE 
N-1 
_2 _2 lt 
K2 K R 
lT-M 
EB.OG-
NOSTIC 
TESTS 
MATH • 
·222784 : .• 777216 1.660000 • 777?.!6 ·222784 .472 Reasoning 
Minnesota 
·036859 ·71K)357 1-002519 • 742222 ·257778 ·508 Clerical Names 
.015293 • 725064 1.005051 • 725064 
Math • 
·274936 ·524 Diagnostic 
.01341~9 -711615 1-007595 • 71703) ·282980 ·532 A.C.E. q, 
1. Garret, Henry E., Statistics In Psycho1og;v And .Education, 
Longmans,- Green and co. Ltd., 55 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, · 
1949, P• 435 • 
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TABLE III shows the mean scores and standard deviations for vari-
b1es one through thirty-one . 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
l.~ . 
5· 
b. 
7· 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
lb. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
2LI· o 
2~=. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29 . 
30. 
31. 
TABLE III 
H'E.ANS .AND STAND .... .RD DEVIATIOl-!S FOR V.ARIA:BLES ONE 
THROUGH THIRTY-OFE BASED ON 399 HI DSHIPMEH 
CONPRISUTG CLASSES 15, 16, 17, AND 18-48 
STAHDA.:.'m 
"VARIABLE l..ffi.Alr mWIA~~I OU 
Minnesota Clerical Nos. '51.3110 10.9090 
Minnesota Clerical Names '11.'1161) 11.7020 
Math. Dia!mostic 1)3 .801~6 l.~ . 34SI) 
Math. Reasoning 3l.!·.S119 1).892_6_ 
~iath. Total 52.9271::; 8.6430 
A. C.E. Q. 1)0~ 881.~5 8.~255 
A.C.E. L 51 .6365 9. 8892 
A. C.E. Total 57 -7620 10.1b80 
Aerology Dail:v Avrg~ Grade 3.19;rr .2805 
Aerology C.E.B. F.,;x:am. 3.11 ~51 . 33_9_8 
Aerolop:y Final Avrg. Grade 3.157o .ill9_ 
Communications Procedure 3.1388 .3584 
Communications Code 3. 3468 ._6471 
Communications ]linker 3 .31L~9 . 5255 
Comm. Final Avrg~ Grade 3.2115 .5559 
Engines Daily Avrg. ·Grade ~.0505 -3117 
Engines C.E.B. ExE>.m. 3 . 0211 .Jl91 
Engines Final Avr~. Grade 3.0273 . 3002 
E. l-T.S. Daily Avrg. Grade 2.968l.~ .221)0 
E. N.S . (C.E.B.) Exam. 3.0lJ.g8 .3>577 
E. rr . s . Final Avrg. Grade 3.0011·7 .2115 
Gunnery Final Avrg. Grade 3.0780 .3070 
P .. of F. Daily Avrg. Grade }.1426 . 2980 
P. of P. ().~.B. Exam. 3.0)79 
-3121 
F. of F. Pinal Avre. Grade 3 .. 0790 .J003 
D. R. Na:v~ Daily Avrf!.. Grade 1 0768 395_6 
D.R. H'a.v. C.E.B. Exam. W,3118 ! l.j '215 
Cel. Nav. Dailv Avr~ Grade ., 282-q- - . 3]')6 
Celestial C.E.B. Exam. 3 . 0881 .l.:501 
Nay. Final Avrg. Grade 3.1Sl4 .ni+o 
Navy Final Avrp, . Grade 3.1121) .2210 
10 
1 Cleveland, Faubion, and Harrell reported in their study that a 
meterological achievement test, devised to measure a meterological con~ 
cept correlated .4o with gr ades on a meterology examination given about 
three weeks after the beginning of the course and .4o with final course 
averages. 
They reported a multiple correl~tion between the grades on the meter-
ology examination and the best combination of the te sts resulted in a mul-
- I'" tiple R of .o3. The ·combination of tests used were mental alertness, 
meterological achievement, peysics achievement and algebra. They concluded 
that an examination ma.de up of mental alertness, meterology, and physics 
questi ons s igni ficantly improved the selection of weather observers in the 
Army Air Forces Technical Schools. 
Fiske2 reported in his study that the Wonderlic Personnel Test was 
the most valuable of his prognostic instruments for predicting Navy ground 
school failures. 
Jenkins3 reported a biserial correlation coeffecient of .43 between 
pass - fail groups and the NaVY Flight Aptitude Index. 
1. Cleveland, Earle, Faubion, Richard W ·, and Harrell, Thomas W., 
11Apti tude Tests For Army Weather Observer Students~' Educational 
And Psychological Measurement, 4, (October 1942), PP· 337-338· 
~. Fiske, Donald W., Naval Aviation Cadet Selection Tests1 Their 
Iali dation Against Training Criteri a, Washington D.c. : Aviation 
Psychology Branch, Navy Department., 1946, p. 34. Unpublished 
Report. 
3. Jenkins, John G., The History of the Aviation Psychology :Branch, 
Washington, D.C.: :Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department, 
1946, P• 39. Unpublished Report. 
.11 
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Flanagan' s1 study lists considerable data on a battery of tests 
designed for selective purposes in the ,Army Pilot Training Program. 
1. Flanagan, John c. "Experimental Evaluation Of A Selective 
Procedure," Educational And Psychological Measurement, 6, 
PP• 445-66 . 
12 
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CHAPTER II 
PLA1iNING AND ORGANIZING THE STUDY 
The primary consideration in formulating plans for this study was 
first directed towards the procurement of adequate data and valid sta-
tistical procedures for the meaningful treatment of such''data. 
Source of Data. The research materials were secured from the Central 
Examining Board, Naval Air Training Command, Pensacola, Florida. 
Personnel of Study. From September 1948 through January 1949 the prog-
nostic tests were given to the group of NavCads comprising this study 
(Classes 19-48 through 2-49)• Each class was given the entire battery 
just prior to its entrance into the Pre-Flight Training Program. The 
last Class (2-49) included in this study entered the program sometime in 
January. The tests were corrected and assigned raw score grades by sta-
. tistical clerks of the Central Examining Board. These raw score grades, 
with the exception of Math. Diagnostic and Math. Reasoning, were then 
assigned standard score grades based on adequate norms which had alrea4Y 
been established for each prognostic test. The established norms for 
each test were based on a sample of 523 students. Math. Diagnostic and 
Math. Reasoning raw .scores were not converted to standard score grades 
because no adequate norms had been established for either of these two 
parts of the Math. Test. However, Math. Total raw score grades were 
assigned standard score grades since an established norm had been estab-
lished. 
13 
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By June, 1948, all NavCads included in this stu~ had completed 
their ini tial stage of air training (Pre-Flight Stage), and achievement 
data in all subject matter areas had been recorded and placed in the files 
of t he Pre-Flight Academic Office where the author readily procured it. 
This achievement data was recorded in terms of Navy grade equivalents of 
standard scores. 
Navy Grade Equivalents Of Standard Scores. .A.t this point the author 
feels it necessary to adequately explain the procedure used in scoring 
class-room quizzes and c.E.B · Examinations. All raw score grades on all 
establi shed quizzes and C.E.B. E:x:a.minations are assigned standard score 
equivalents based on already existing norms established for each specific 
quiz and each specific c.E.B. E:x:a.mination. All standard scores referred 
to are Z scores.1 New quiz and new C.E.B • Examination raw scores were 
converted to standard scores or Z scores . However, since all Navy scor-
ing is recorded in terms of a 4.0 basis, in which 4.0 represents a per-
fect score or lOq% and a score of 2·5 or 62·5% represents the cutting 
score, standard scores of quizzes and C.E.B. Examinations were converted 
to Navy grade equivalents. In order to convert s t andard scores into the 
Navy l.1 .• 0 grading system, four points were fixed on the standard score 
scale of distribution, the highest possible standard score corresponding 
to a perfect total raw score was made equal to 4.0; a standard score of 
65 was fixed as equal to a Navy grade of 3·5; a standard score of 50 
equal to 3 .o; and a standar d score of 35 equal to 2·5. All grades below 
1. Walker, Helen, Elementary Statistical Methods, Henry Holt 
and Company Inc., New York, 1948, P• 190. 
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2·5 were adjudged to be failing grades. The other standard scores of a 
distribution were converted into the Navy 4.0 grading system as follows: 
The raw score corresponding to a standard score of 65 or a Navy grade of 
3·5 was subtracted from the highest possible raw score obtainable on the 
test. This difference was called a raw score difference• The Navy grade 
of 3·5 was subtract ed from 4.0 and this diff erence was called a Navy 4-0 
difference. The formula Navy 4.0 difference1 was used to calculate the 
Raw Score difference 
desired increment to be added successively to the Navy score of 3·5, in 
order to obtain Navy score grades for all standard scores between Navy 
grades of 3·5 and 4.o. All Navy Grades between 3 .Q and 3 •5, 2·5 and 3 .o, 
0 and 2·5 are computed in a similar fashion. 
Code §rstem. In order to record the data of the prognostic tests and 
Pre-Flight achievement data on IBM punch cards the following coding sys-
tem was set up shown in Tables III, IV, V, and VI. 
1. Headquarters Naval Air Training Command, Examination Statistical 
Proc~dures, N.A.T.B., Pensacola, Florida. 
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TABLE IV 
CODED VALUES CORRESPONDI NG TO 
ST.AlTDARD SCORES FOR 1THE MiliJ""NESOT.A CLERI C.4.L , 
A. C . E . AND MATH . TOTAL 
STANDARD SCORE CODED VALUE 
70 - up 9 
65 - 69 8 
6o- 64 7 
5J-';:, 59 6 
50"".;; 54 5 
45 - 49 4 
4o- 44 3 
35 - 39 2 
30 - 34 1 
up t o 29 0 
16 
! r 
... 
TABLE V 
co 
RAVT S 
DED VALUES CORRESPONDING TO 
CORES FOR THE MATH. DI.AGNOSTI C 
RAW SCORE CODED VALUE 
58 - 6o 9 
55 - 57 g 
52- 54 7 
49-51 6 
46- 48 I) 
1~3 - 45 4 
4o- 42 3 
37 - 39 2 
34 - 36 1 
up to 33 0 
17 
j 
. ' I 
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TABLE VI 
CODED VALUES CORRESPONDING TO 
RAW SCORES FOR MATH. REASONING 
RAW SCOP.E CODED VALUE 
43 -45 ~ 9 
4o- 42 8 
37- 39 7 
34- 36 6 
28 - 30 4 
25- 27 3 
22- 24 2 
19 - 21 1 
up to 18 0 
18 
· TABLE VI I 
NAVY CRITERION ~RADES 
CORRESPONDI NG TO CODED VALUES 
NAVY CRITERION - rli' 'IT 4T .Trw. 
3·75 - 4.oo q 
3·50- 3·74 8 
3 ·25 - 3-49 7 
3-00- 3-24 6 
2· 75 - 2·99 5 
2-50 - . 2· 74 4 
2·25 - 2-49 ~ 
2-00 - 2-24 2 
1. 75 - lo99 1 
up to 1. 74 0 
19 
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Each Student's p rognostic and criterion scores were punched on indi-
vidual I1Dl punch cards using the coding system shown in the tables above. 
(See Appendix 'A)• Punches one through three on each card identify the 
student whose data is punched on the card. Punches four through eleven, 
show the coded values for the prognostic tests' standard scores and 
punches t welve through thirty-four show the coded values for Navy Criter-
ion Grades . 
Procedure and Formulae Used for Obtaining Correlations Between the 
Prognos t ic Tests and t he Criterion Navy Grades. Since all inter-corr e-
l a tions of all variables were required, the author used machine techniques 
for the computations of ~x, iy, and.2"xy. The punched IBM cards were fed 
into a machine, whose board was wired in such a fashion, a.s to have the 
machine make the desired multiplica tions in order to obtain the cross 
prod.ucts (~:xy) and the desired additions ~x and2y-, (See Appendix D). 
The formula 
1 r = N {py)- na 
V N z:x 2 - L(x) 2 v N.ry2 -~(y)2 
or 1 .( 1 . ~)) ~~ (N2::ey- (!:x) (rj was used to obtain 
the desired r 1 s using an electric calculator to facilitate computations. 
The value V Lxx is equal to V Nfx2 - L:(x) 2 and VLyy is equal to 
VN.ry2 - L.(y) 2 • In order to clarify exactly how the ._:__ and 1 
'VLiX' VLyy 
values were obtained the author has included in Table VIII the actual 
computations performed to obtain thes e two values. 
1. Walker, on. cit., P· 226 
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TAELE VIII 
1 AND 1 
-;::;;:=:-
..; L:x:x Y Lyy 
Vl\L1JES FOR V ARH..:BLES OHE THROUGH THIRTY- OliE 
£x2 Lyy ..rr;yy 
l 
VARIABLE ~X L:xx v Lxx v:ryy 
vtii 
1-1 2396 410 71500 267.40 .00374 
2-2 2810 45!+ 65704 256.33 .00390 
3-3 4542 648 34296 1S5.19 .oo5t~o 
4-4 2508 450 48300 219.77 -.,0~55 
5-5 1882 386 3920r~ 198.00 .00505 
6-6 1898 a~~ 32931~ 181.61 .0055! 7-7 2499 37379 193-3~- .00517 
8-8 2175 r~23 38571 196.39 .00509 
9-9 3u58 578 11715 108.24 .00924 
----19-10 }010 2~8 17556 1)2.50 .00755 11-11 3232 5 0 9b00 98.00 .01020 
12-12 3889 613 13131 114. 60 .00873 
13-13 38b8 530 165900 325 •L!_2 .00307 
1r1-14 3861 555 65875 258.60 .00387 
1~-1~ }6}5 56[t. 4220!~ 213.32- .oo469 1 -1 2gll) ~tt~ 95}9 97 .67 .01030 11-11 3231 23891 15r~ .5 5 ____ .ootig]?-
18-18 
=®::= 548 9696 98.47 .01020 19~:1.:9 498 lJOb 85 .oo .01160 k b28 121h6 111.43 20 ... 20 0 .00897 
21- 21 3208 1160 7200 84.85 .01170 
22-22 3582 590 10100 100.50 .00995 
23-23 39rt2 622 831b 91.19 .01090 2L!--24 3015 5:21 22239 150.13 .QObbb 
25-25 348] t81 11139 165.5l+ .009'+7 26-26 383rt 03 20291 142.45 .00702 
21-21 392 ~ 6o4 21284 166.08 .om5o2 
28-28 388b bOl+ 2}~8I+ 15rf.,?2 .oo6t~s 
29-29 3263 5~-1 }3 19 183.36 .005'-~5 
30-}0 }6}2 590 15100 122.89 .00814 
31-31 3275 -1Jo7 6011 77.53 ;urzgu 
The numerator values for each variable were multiplied by~ 
~cross and the resultant values were multiplied by 1 down; this 
. VfiY" 
last operation gave the desired inter-correlation r•s. All steps used 
in the calculation of r 1 s with the exception of the 1 
..rr;n 
step were symmetry checked to insure the accuracy of all resultant com-
putations for each variable. 
Formulae Used for Procuring Means and Standard Deviations for Each 
Variable- The formula i ( \fLii: ) was used to . obtain the standard de-
N 
viation values for all variablest The formula i (l.L) + F
0 
was used 
to obtain the mean values for all variables2• 
N 
Statistical Technique Used to Obtain the Maximum Multiple Correlation of 
tlm Prognostic Test Battery With Navigation Final Average Grade and 
Aerology Final Average Grade· The Wherry-Doolittle Test Selection Method 
was used to obtain the maximum multiple R's of the prognostic test bat-
tery with the criterion Aerology Final Grades and Navigation Fina~ Aver-
age Grades. Using this technique, the mql tiple R1 s were computed after 
the addi tion of each of the prognostic tests until the saturation point 
was reached; this point was readily determined when the addition of one 
of the prognostic tests added more chance error than actual validity to 
the battery. The final .~Pva.lues gave the maximum predictive efficiency 
of which the tests are capable with the criterion Aerology Final Average 
1. Ibid. P· 116 
2· Ibid· P· 101 
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Grade and Navigation Final Average Grade· It should be noted that the 
computation of R•s for Navi gation Final Average Grade and Aerology Final 
Average Grade were carried on independently of each other. In other words, 
the Wherry-Doolittle Process was employed twice in order to obtain the 
desired R1 s. 
CHA.PT ER II I 
Al'l"ALYSIS OF DATA 
In order to make meaningful and logical judgments concerning the 
five (5) specific problems sta~ed in Chapter I, the data was broken down 
and classified into sections and analyzed in relation to the specific 
problem under consideration. In order to facilitate the interpretation 
of the data, each problem was restated in exactly the same order in which 
it was stated in Chapter I. 
Problem I 
~nich of t he prognostic tests, if any, show a significant positive 
relationship to student performance in specific subject matter areas? 
The correlation coefficients obtained between the various prognostic 
tests and the criteria were carefullY studied in order to determine if 
any of the r•s obtained were of a sufficiently large enough nature to 
warrant consideration. 
'Table VIII shows the correlation coefficients and per cent of pre-
dictive efficiency between the prognostic tests and the criterion sub-
jects. 
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The correlati ons between Minnesota Clerical Numbers and t he cri-
terion subjects ranged from -.08 (Principles of Flight) to +•39 (Navi-
ga.tion Final Average Grade) • The predictive value of -t • 39 is about 
eight per cent better than chance. It was apparent on the basis of the 
above range of correlations that the Minnesota Clerical Numbers had very 
little predictive value on an overall basis. 
The Minnesota Clerical Names and the criterion subjects showed cor-
relations ranging from -.14 (Principles of Flight Daily) to +•34 (Com-
munications Final Average Grade). The predictive efficiency of ~-34 is 
about tJfo better than chance which indicated tha t this test was very lim-
ited as a prognostic instrument. 
Math. Diagnostic and the criteria showed correlations ranging from 
-al6 (Essentials of Naval Service C.E.B. Exam.), and +•33 (Principles of 
Flight Final Average Grade). A predictive r value of+ ·33 shows that 
from the result of the Math. Diagnostic Test, NavCads were selected for 
success in Principles of Flight at a ratio of only about 6% better than 
chance• 
The correlations between Math. Reasoning and the criterion subjects 
ranged from~ .o4 (Communications :Blinker) to+ • 39 (Navigation D.R. Daily). 
Here again it was obvious that since the highest relationship obtained 
was only+ •39 or a predictive efficiency of only about 8% better than 
chance, that this test on an overall basis has very little predictive 
value. However, it is worthy of note that Math. Reasoning showed a rela-
tionship of .38 with Navy Final Grade and a forecasting efficiency of 
about ~ better than chance. 
Math. Total correlations with the criteria showed a range from 
+·02 (Communications Blinker) to +•42 (Navigation D.R. Daily). The pre-
dicti ve efficiency of+ .42 is about 9fo better than chance. Navigation 
Final Average Grade and Math. Total, however, showed only an r of •32 
or a predictive efficiency of about only 5% better than chance. 
The cotrelations between A.C.E. ~and the criterion subjects ranged 
from -.o4 . (Principles of Flight Daily) to +•54 (Navy Final Grade). The 
predictive value of +•54 is about 16% better than chance. Futhermore, 
the A.Q.E. ~ showed correlations of T•44 with Navigation Final Grade 
(forecasting efficiency about lo%), and +·l~ with E.N.S. Final Average 
Grade (forecasting efficiency about S%)• On the basis of the data pre-
sented above it would appear as though the A.C.E. ~has definite predic-
tive value. The standard errors of ·54, .44, and .4o were i·071, ~-081 
and ±·084 respectively. 
The A.c.E. L correlations with the criteria showed a range from 
-·07 (Navigation Celestie~ C.E .B Exam.) to ~.4o (E.N.S., C.E.B. Exam.). 
The predictive efficiency of •• 4o is about 8%- better than chance. 
The correlations between A.c.E. Total and the criteria ranged from 
+•04 (Principles of Flight Daily) to +•46 (Navy Final Grade). Further-
more, the A.C.E. Total showed a correlation of +•43 with E.N.s. Final 
Average Grade or a forecasting efficiency of about lo% better than 
chance. 
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Problem II 
What was the maximum shrunken R of t he prognostic ba ttery of 
tests with student achievement in the subject matter areas of 
Navi gation and Aerology? 
Si nce Navigation and Aerology were considered the two most impor-
tant subjects in the Pre-Flight Training Program of studies, the author 
obtained the maximum shrunken correlation values of the prognostic bat-
tery of tests with NavCad Final Average Grades in these two subject.s· 
The Wherry-Doolittle statistical technique was used to obtain the R 
values . 
Table IX shows the R values obtained by the application of the 
Vrherry Shrinkage Formula to the battery of prognostic tests with Navi-
gation Final Average Grade (Wherr,r-Doolittle work sheet with all calcu-
le,tions included in appendix) • ('See Ap)')endix :B) . 
M VmF 
-
0 
1 ·1918 
2 ·0780 
-
3 ·0308 
-
4 .0177 
TABLE X 
WHERRY-:OOOLITTLE R VALUES OETAINED ::BErWE:mt-T THE 
SELECTED TESTS AlTD NAVIGATION FINAL AVmL~GE GRADE 
K2 i 2 -2 - . Prognostic N-1 R R 
N-M Tests 
1.ooo (N= 100} 
.8082 1.ooo .8082 .1918 .438 A.C.E. Q. 
Minnesota 
·7302 1·010 ·7375 .2625 ·512 Clerical 
Numb ers 
.6994 1.021 ·7141 .2859 ·535 A.C.E. L 
Math. 
.6817 1.031 . 7028 ·2972 ·545 Reasoning 
The tests shown in Table X were selected analytically, in t he order 
shown. Math. Diagnostic and the Minnesota Clerical Names were i ncluded 
in the battery but calculations showed that they added more chance error , 
than actual validity to the battery. The highest precision of predictive 
efficiency of which the given battery of tests was capable with the cri-
terion was ·545 or a predictive efficiency of about 16% better than 
chance. R values showed an increase from .438 to ·545 or a total increase 
of about .11. Predictive efficiena,y was increased from about lo% better 
than chance to 1~ better t han chance or a total predictive increase of 
about f1o. A predictive eff iciency increase of 6% was regarded as a fa.irly 
substantial increase. An interesting paradox showed the A.c.E. L which 
only showed a +·03 correlation with the criterion actually being selec-
ted as the third test. A variable behaving in such fashion is called a 
"suppressantn1 • 
The significance of an R of +•545 was tested against the null bypoth-
esis. It was found that an R as large as +•327 with N-M degrees of free-
dom would arise by sample fluctuations only once in one hundred times; 
since an R of +•545 was considerably larger, it was considered to be 
highly significant. 
Table X shows the R values attained by the application of the Wherry 
Shrinkage Formula to the battery of Diagnostic tests with Aerology Final 
Average Grade. (Wherry-Doolittle work sheet with all calculations inclu-
ded in appendix). (See Appendix C) 
MCNemar, ~inn; Psychological Statistics, John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc., New York, 1949, P· 163. 
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TABLE XI 
WHERRY-:OOOLITTLE R VALUES OBTAI NED l3El'WEEN THE 
SELEcrED TESTS AIIJ"D AEROLOGY FINAL AVERAGE GRADE 
I . 
2 Prognostic 
vm2 K2 -2 -M N-1 K 1r R Tests Zin N-M 
-
0 1.ooo N= 100 Math. 
1 .1211 .8789 1.ooo .8789 .1211 ·348 Reasoning 
-
2 .o164 .8625 1.010 . .8711 ·1289 •359 .A..C.E. Q. 
-
Minnesota 
3 .oo69 .8556 1.021 .8735 ·1265 ·356 Clerical 
Numbers 
Upon application of the Wherry-Doolittle process to the prognostic 
test batt ery with the criterion, the saturation point was quickly reached• 
R values increased from~ ·348 to only+ ·359· The Minnesota Clerical 
Numbers analytically selected as the .third test produced more chance error 
than validity as shown by a decrease in R value from ·359 to ·356. Total 
R increase was only .QOl or an increas e in predictive efficiency from 
about 6.70 per cent better t han chance to about 7·10 per cent better than 
chance, a negligible or non-significant increa se. 
30 
An R value of ·359 with N-M degrees of freedom when tested against the 
null ~pothesis was found to oe significant at better than the one per 
Problem III 
What were the inter-correl~tions between student achievement in the 
various Pre--Flight subjects? 
Tables XI. XII, and XIII show the inter-correlations and degrees of 
predictive efficiency between suoject matter variaoles. 
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.Aerologv Final Average Grade sh owed correla.tions of + .46 with Enginen 
Final Average Grade, +-. 38 with Essentials of Naval Service Fina.l Average 
Grade, +·53 with Principles of Flight Final Average Grade end ~-52 with 
Navy Final Averag e Grade. Forecasting efficiencies of the above r 1 s were 
about ll per cent, 8 per cent, 15 per cent, and 15 per cent resp ectively. 
Aerology 1 s Fina l Average Grade correla tion of ·52 with Navy Final Averag e 
Gr.sde wa s regarded as a somewhat spurious inflated rela tionship since 
J~.erologv s cores were included in computing the Final Average Navy Score. 
Non significant negative relationship s were found to exist between Aerology 
C. E. :S. Exam with Communications Final .Avere..ge Grc.de and Gunnery Final 
Av erag e Grade. Allowing for chance variations the true rela tionship was 
~robably zero in both cases. Co~~unications Final Average Grade showed 
correle.tions r anging from about - .o6 (Principles of Flight C .E.J3. Exam) 
to +·39 (Navy Final Average Gr ade ). A corr elation of about +·33 with a 
nr edictive · efficiencv of 6 ·cer cent wa s obtained be t ween Co!lllilunications ~ u " 
Final Av erag e Grade a nd Navigation Fina l Average Grade. 
T.A.:BL.'ill XI II 
HTTER-CORRIDLAT I O:t-TS i'!ITH DEGR'ElE OF ?:REDICTI'V'E EFFIClENCY OF 
VARIABLES SIXTEEU THROUGH Ti'tElNTY-FIVlil i.HTH 
VARIABLES SEVENTEEN THROUGH THIRTY-ClUB 
V ARI..AJ3LES 
SIXTJ]ElT 
THF.OUGH 
T\1ENTY-J!IVE 
1oe 
17. 
18 .. 
19. 
20. E. lJ .S. 
c.:m 
21. 
22~ 
23. 
11'1 
- .. 
C. E. B. :Jt .. ~a.m. 
25. P. of F. Fin 
Avrg. Gra,cLe 
1...>.1 
-!="' 
---
Engines and Ess entials of Naval Service Final Aver age Grades 
showed correlat ions of ..-·52 and .,..62 with llravy Final Average Grade or 
predictive eff iciencies of about 15% and about 22% better than chance. 
The above predictive efficiency of both Engines and Essentials of Naval 
Service wer e considered as fairly significant im spite of t he f act that. 
t h e;;,r were somewhat spuriously inflated· Engines Daily Average Grade and 
Principles of Flight Final Average Grade showed a rela tionship of +·58 
or a forecasting efficiency of about 19% better than cha..11ce. Es sentials 
of Naval Service Final Average Grade with Navigation Final Average Grade 
s howed an r of +·38 with a. predictive effieiency of about sr& better 
than chance. Gu~~ery and Principles of Flight inter-correlations with 
variables twenty-six through t hirty-one were low with negligible predic-
tive efficiencies. 
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TABLE XIV 
INTER- CORRELATIONS WI TH DEGREE OF 
PREDICTIVE EFFICI ENCY OF VARIABLES TVDcr~TY-SEVEN THROUGH THIRTY-
WITH. VARIABLES TWENTY- SEVEN THROUGH THIRTY-ONE 
VARI ABLES ~MJ ~ ·~ M 0 ttl l=l 7J 0 0 ttl •rl .,; 0 Q) TWENTY-SIX .,.; ~ •r-1 .,; ~~ .,; ~ a l=l Q) ~. ~ ~ l>.. eel til 
iL-1H] •r-f ~~ cclP=l&J cOOO M ~Q)~ lXI ~· ~ Q) .,; •r-t M till C\1Q) H C\l THROUGH ·~A •r-1 .--1 .a:! l>a>o .,; s:H> ~a>H 
ttl ga l> a>A ro o I> ·r-1<11 ro~o 'itl 0 Ia; ~lXI ~ 0 l2; lZi THIRTY . . . t- 'CO 0'1 0 .--1 ru C\J (\] I'<\ ~""'• 
26 . Navigation -49 ·57 .)8 -74 .63 D.R. Daily 13% 18)6 8% 33% 22% 
- Navigation ·37 . 36 .68 .65 27 . 
D·R· CEB Exam. 7% 7% 27% 2lrh I 
Navigation .47 • 75 .6o 
28 - Cel . :.Daily 
1~ 3~ 20% 
Navigation 
·72 -46 29 . Cal. CEB Exam. 31~ 11% 
30 · Nav. Fina l .69 
Avrg. Gra de 287b 
All variables of Naviga.tion with the excep tion of variable t we:'lty -
nine showed rather high correla tion with Navy Final Average Gr ade. r 
value s for vari e,bles twenty- six through thirty excepting twenty-nine with 
Navigation Final Aver f'.€;e Gra de were +·63, -r-.65, +.6o , and ... . 69. Thes e r 
values showed predictive effi ciencies of about 22%, 24,%, 20%, and 28% 
better than chanc e . It was quite probable that Navigation NavCad a chieve-
ment results op er ated as powerful fac t ors in determining NavCad Navy 
Final Average Grades. 
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Problem IV 
~ihat 'l'ra s the average performance of the sample group of students on 
each prognostic test, in each Pre-Flight subject, their vn.ri~·.bility? 
TA.:BLE XV s:b..o\vs the mean scores and standard deviations for variables 
ou e through thirty-one.-
T.AJ3LE XV 
HE.Al:TS .AlTD S~AFD.A.RD DEVIATI ONS FOR VARVLBLES 
01'!]J THROUGH THIRTY-Olffi EASED ON A SAMPLE OF 100 HAVCADS 
ST.AJI.J""DARD 
VARIA:BLE 1\.ffi.i\.lT TIHWTATTON 
r-J~ Minnesota Cleri~al Nurabers ln .l=io ,~ .~l=i 
2. M-inT'Ie>"'nt.!'1 r.1 ,.,.; ,.,., '!1!,-,mo • !=in -~n- ,~M 
3. Hath. Diagnostic 1=)1 . ~4 l=i.l=il=i 
4. l.tath. Reas6ninz ~o r.;o ~.hn 
~. Hath. Total 46 10 Q.QQ 
6. A. C.E. 0 -1{_6. eo 9 . 10 
177. A.C.E . L - l=il"\ . ()1=:: Q ~~ 
B. A.C.E. Total hfl! , ~ a ~n 
Q Aerol ozv D:'l.i 1 v A.v"rt?. G-"!"A.Cl ~ ~.n7 27 
10. AeroloEI"V C.E :S Exam. 2 . Q~ -~~ 
ln. Aernln~'V FinP..1 AvY"P" . G-'!".!=!t'le> 7.;.0~ !'~ 
12 ("Jnmm'll'n;~A.t.i nn!'!. 'P-r-nr>i!>rl,,,..,. 7; , ,:::; ~Q 
1) r.. lir.::~.tinn"'\ r.noe> ~ a~ sti 
14. Commtm.ications :Slinker ~ .n~ hl=i 
ll=i Comm FinR.1 Av-P'. a ... ~r:,. ~ ()~ 1=;7; 
1h m,., P"; ,,."" TI:=l.-i 1 ,, A..r,..t:J' n.'l"!'1n,. !' cr:; - ~r:; 
17 mn '.' ~ 'nA <::! ("! 'jl' .'J1 'lilT!>m ? aa . 7;Q 
; g ~nt?inM~ Fi nP1 Av'!"P" r,.,..l'l,;"" ~-aa ?r:; 
·- l9 . E . N. s . Dl'li] y AV11'g. G:rad"l 2 ~7 2~ 
20. -m . I~ . S. (C.E.B.) Exam 1 .. 19 2P: 
21. E . l~ S Final Avrl'". G--ranA }. 02 ~, 
22. Gunnerv Final Avre •.. Grad~ ____J. 1 () .::>r.: 
2~. P. of F. Dailv AVTg. C·rac1e -J:. 1~ '71'7; 
24 'P nf' F ~.E B 'lilY l'lm !' ar.: ~~ 
2t:J p of F Fi n"-'!.1 Av-k· G-1•-"'n"' 7\.l"\7 '?7 
26 .. D.R. Nav. Th:J.ilv Avrg Grr-ule ~ , ~ .~h 
27 DR l!Tav C.E :E EY!=!m 7._, :; 4!' 
213 CeL }Jav Dail v AV'I"E!' Gr~.clo '). 1 ~ 7,Q 
2q. CelesMal C.E.E. Exam. 2.Q7 46 
17\n i\1'!'1vi .,.l'l,ri ,..,,., F; n!'11 A.vr2' G'!"::lC1~ '1.1 0 _.,, 
l ~l 'l'il'Rtrv ]'il,l'l.1 Av-r-P" r,.,..,.,(l.,. ~ .nl+ 20 
~~-~~======-===-===-=-=-=-~~================= 
Nav.Cad performance on t he Minnesota Cleri ca~ Numbers showed , a mean 
score of 47·50 with a standa.rd deviation of 13·35· The norm group on 
which the Cleric~;:,l Numb er was standardized arbitrarily ha.d a mean score 
of 50 with an arbi trarJ standard. deviation of 10. 
The NavCads p erformed about as. well as t h e norm gr oup on the Minne-
sota Clerical :Hames a s t he mean s core of 50.20 indicated. The standard 
deviation of 12-80, however, was somewhat l a r ger than the norm group 
standard deviation of 10. 
Math. Tota l showed a mean score of 46.30 with a standard deviation 
of 9 .90. Thus, t he NavCad overall performance on the Math. Prognostic 
examina tion was definitely inferior to tha t of t he norm group. However, 
the standard deviation of 9·90 wa s remarkably close to the norm group 
arbitrary standard devia tion of 10. 
The A.C.E. Q,, Na.vCad p erformance was i nferior to the norm group 
per f ormance as t he mean score of 46.30 indica ted. 
NavCad A.C E L perf ormance was t he same as the norm group perfor-
mance. 
Standard deviations for both the A. c .E. Q and L were about the 
same as the norm group standard deviations. 
Although in most i nstances there were obs erved differences on the 
prognostics tests between the means of the Norm population and the Nav-
Cad ·sample, NavCad average p erf ormance on pr a ctically all criterion 
subjects was remarkably close to t he norm mean of 3·00· Navy Final Aver-
age Grade showed a mean of 3 .o4 with a stand.a.r d .- error::. of ± ·02· 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AlifD CONCLUSION 
The p rimary purpos e of this study was to determine the relationship 
between . t he Prognostic Tes t Battery and class-room grades, Central Exm'l-
ining Board grades and Navy final grades at Pre-Flight School, N.A.T.B.; 
Pensacola, Florida. 
Statistical treatment of the prognostic test battery data indicated 
the following results: 
1. The correlation between Minnesota Clerical Numbers and the cri-
terion subjects ranged from -.08 (Principles of Flight) to +•39 
(Navigati on Final Average Grade) • 
2· The Mi nnesota Clerical Names and t he criterion suojects showed 
correlations ranging from -.14 (Principles of Flight Daily) to 
+• 34 (CommtUlications Final Average Grade). 
3· Math. Diagnostic and the criterion subjects correlations ranging 
from -.16 (Essentials of Naval Service C.E~B. Exam.) and•·33 
(Principles of Flight Final Average Grade) • 
4. The correla tions between Math. Reasoning and t he criterion sub-
jects ranged from t .o4 (Communications Blinker) to .,..39 (1-Taviga-
tion D.R. Daily). 
5· Ma th. Total correla tions with the criteria showed a ra~ge from 
+·02 (Communications Blinker) to +·42 (Navigation D.R . D:l.ily) . . 
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6. The correlations between A-CE. ~and the criterion sub jects 
ranged from -.ol~ (Principles of Flight Daily) to .... ·54 (Navy Final 
Grade). 
7· The A.C E. L correlations with the criteria showed a range of 
-·07 (Navigation Celestial C.E.E. Exam.) to +·4o (E.N-S. Central 
Examining Board Exam.). 
8. The correlations between A.C.E. total a~d the criteria ranged 
from .,..04 (Principles of Flight Dally') to +.46 (Navy Final Grade) . 
The second purpose of this study was to determine the maximum shruru{-
en ~ultiple R of t he prognostic ba ttery of tes ts with student schieve-
men t in the subject matter areas of Naviga tion ru1d Aerology. 
The following R values were obtained when the Wherry Shrinkage Form-
ula was spplied to the battery of prognostic tests with Navigation Final 
Average Grade· 
1.. ,The A C.E. Q. and Navigation Final GradeR value was +.438· 
2· The R value, with the addition of the Minnesota Clerical Names 
increased to +·512· 
3· A further increase in-R value to +·535 was noted with the 
addition of the A.C.E- L. 
4. The R value with the addition of Math. Reasoning increased to 
+·545, t he saturation point was reached with the addition of 
the above test. 
When the Wherry Shrinkage Formula was applied to the battery of 
prognostic tests with Aerology Final Average Grade, the fol l owing 
_jl ___ _ 
r esultant R values were noted: 
1. The Math. Reasoning and Aero logy Fina l Average Grade R value 
2 . The R value with the addition of the A. C -E. Q. increas ed to +. 359 . 
3· With t he addition of t he Minnesota Clerical Numbers, a decrea se 
in R value to +·356 was noted; this decrease in Rvalue indi-
cated that the saturation point had been reached with· the a ddi-
tion of the A.C.E. ~· 
Conclusions. 
I mplic2.tions were me,de for this study with ref erence to the specific 
problems and ma jor purpos e which were discuss ed in the preceding chap ters. 
The following conclusions s eemed to be indicated upon analysis of 
the data: 
1. The A·C ·E. Q. appeared to be t he best single prognos tic instru-
ment for estima ting NavCad probable success or failure as is 
evidenced by the degree of rela tionship it showed with Naviga-
tion, Essentials of Naval Service and Navy Final Averag e Gra de. 
There were i ndica tions, that the other prognostic tes ts used singlY 
were of ques t i onable value as a i ds in the prediction of NavCad p erform-
ance in t he criterion subjects. 
2 · Of the current progno s tic tes t batt ery, the .A..Q.E. Q,, Minnesota 
Clerical Numbers, A.C.E.L and Math. Reasoning should_ be used i n 
the future, as the most valid battery of tes ts, for pr edicting 
NavCad performance in Navigation. This f a ct was eviden ced by 
an R value increas e f rom +• 438 to +·545 or an increase in pre-
I 
I 
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di cti ve efficiency from lOJb to ~($,. 
Hone of the selected tests proved to be of any significant value 
in calculating the maximum multiple R for Aerology Fi_nal Average Grade. 
Indications were that Math. Reasoning cons~dered as a single instrument 
for p rediction was perhap s the best yarclstick for estima ting NavCad per-
formance in Aerology Final Average Gra de. 
Considering the prognostic test ba ttery as a whole, it app eared 
evident that the .A..C.E. L, Minnesota Clerical Numbers, A.C.E. Q. and Math. 
Reasoning should be retained as prognostic instruments for the predic-
tion of Nav Cad performance at Pre~Flight School, N.A.T.E., Pensacola, 
Fl@rida. The Math. Diagnostic and Minnesota Clerical l~ames should be 
discarded as predictive instruments for measuring NavOao future criteria 
performance. 
3. The inter-correlD.tions between the criterion subjects with few 
excep tions were low. Indications were, that they have very 
little predictive value. Aerology appeared to have some value 
for the prediction of student performance in Engines and Prin-
cip les of Flight. Engines and Principles of Flight also 
showed a high inter-relationship with each other. 
4. Navigation achi evement results ap~eared to operate as powerful 
factors in t h e de termination of NavOad Navy Fina l Average Grades. 
5. A1 t hough NavCad performance aPJ?eared inferior to the Norm group 
performance on the prognostic tests, both groups appeared to 
achieve equally well on the criterion subjects and Navy Final 
Average Grade. 
Limi t a ti.ons Of This Study And Suggestions For 
Further Research 
Since t here were many variabl e subjective f actors which might have 
affected t he data as represented by test results, certain limita tions 
were present. 
The following limitations were noted: 
1. The data presented in this study was representative only for 
this particular group. 
2. The possible influence on test. scores of variable factors .such 
as motivation and the like, were not included in this study. 
3· The sample selected for this study was a homogenous one; the 
sample had been subjected to a previous screening procedure. 
4. The reliability coefficient of the Math. test was ·91· 
Further Research. 
Other investigations should include the following: 
1. A study similar to this one, but including high school grade 
indexes and subjective Navy ratings, based on past performances, 
a s additional instruments for prognosis. 
2· A study des i gn ed to evaluate the prognostic instruments against 
NavCad students who actually get their wings 3.!."1d those who do 
not. 
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AP?ENDIX] 
Proe,nostic Tests e..;.1d Navi ga-'liion Final AveJ.~age Grade 
Clerical Clerical Mat h . Hath. A. C .s . A. C. :i:l1 
Humbers Names Diagnostic Reasoning Q, L 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
vl .:..387 - . 2lt3 -.250 -. 285 '''"'8 -.~ . .) - . 034 
v2 - . 2 9 -.116 - .146 - . 126 . 136 
v3 - . 059 -.114 - .125 
.T' vh - . 080 - . 079 
- . 114 
v5 
::> 
. 1918 vl-= :::> 
v32 = Vl,2 
zl 
V2"'"= . 0780 
. 0308 = .018 'T 
z2 z3 z~. 
Clerical Clerical Hath. Mat .. ~! . A. C.E. A..C.E. 
N1..unbers lil'arnes Diagnostic Reasoning Q L 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
zl 1.000 1 . 000 1. 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 1 . 000 
z2 · 9 8 . 916 . 9Lt-3 . 868 . £'49 
z3 . ~2l.~ -930 . 868 .T ~ 
z~~ . 511 . 891 \'1C 8 ov1 
z 
5 
a b c d e f g 
H 2 K2 N-1 --¥ -·· 2 Vm 
"R Zm 1T-m R 
0 1.0000 J:-T: 100 
1 .1918 .8082 1.000 . 8082 .1918 .438 A.C.E. Q, 
Clerical 
2 .0780 ·7302 1.010 
.7375 .2625 .512 Numbers 
3 . 0308 .6994 1.021 • 71~-1 .2859 · 535 A.C.E. L 
Math. . 
l+ 
. 0177 . 6817 1.031 . 7028 .2972 • 5}+5 Reasonine [ 
1 2 3 Lf 5 6 - C Check Test 
Swn 
a1 
b1 . 269 . 289 ~238 .364 1~000 .339 -.438 2.111 A.!J .E. Q, 
c1 -.269 ..... 2S9 -.238 -.36li- -1.000 - . 389 . 438 -2.111 
a2 1.000 . 681 .174 .102 .2 9 .191 -.387 2. 030 
Clerical 
b2 . 928 . 603 .110 . oo~- .086 -.269 1.l-!.62 Numbers 
c2 -1.000 - . 650 -.119 -.oot~3 -.093 . 290 -1.575 
a3 .191 .280 -.079 .1'-~7 . 39! 1 . 000 -.034 1. 894 
b3 .112 -.182 .005 • 841 "' .161 .937 ./ A. C.E • L 
c3 -.133 .216 -.oo6 -1.000 -.191 -1.114 ., 
APPENDIX C 
Pro&nostic Tests and Aerology Final Average Grade 
Clerical Clerical Math. Math. A.C.E . A.C.E. 
lTumbers Names Di8.t,oonostic Reasoning Q T .J..J 
1 2 3 )_~ 5 6 
v1 - . 149 -.01~· - . 161 ...;. 348 - .255 
. ./ 
- .171 
v2 -.114 .o1~2 . 019 - .1"8 - .120 
v3 -·or . 076 .026 -.071 
v4 
v5 
v 2 
v22 1 
-
.1211 
• • 0164 v 2 
. 0069 zl :2 :: 
z2 z3 
Clerical Clerical Math. Math. A.C.E. A. C. E. 
lTumbers 1-Tames Diagnostic Reasoning Q L 
~ 1 . 000 1.000 1 . 000 1.000 1 . 000 1~000 
z2 ·990 ·97~· .734 • 8'68 v 
·978 
z3 . 928 .913 ·731 3''0 ~ • '+.I 
z4 I 1 
z5 
,..--- . 
a b c d .e f g Tes t 
Number 
vm2 K2 U-1 K2 -2 "R M R Zm N-m 
0 1e000 N=100 
1 .1211 . 8789 1.000 .S789 .i211 .348 4 
2 .0164 .8625 1.010 . 8711 .1289 
·359 5 . 
3 .0069 . 8556 1.021 .8735 .1265 
4 
5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 -C Check Test 
Sum Nwnber 
b. l .102 .160 .516 1.000 .364 .147 -.348 1.941 l• r 
C1-.l02 -.160 -e 516 -1.000 ~.364 -.147 - .. 31.~8 -l , g4L 
~ .269 . 289 .238 . 364 1.000 .389 -.255 2.29l.b 5 
b2 .232 .231 .050 .868 ../ .335 -.128 1.587 ./ 
C2-.217 -.265 -.057 -1.000 -.385 .147 . v -l.g25 
